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PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to describe the fluidics of a novel non-valved
glaucoma implant designed to prevent hypotony and compare the fluidics of this device with
two commonly used non-valved glaucoma devices.
METHODS. The XEN 45 micro-fistula implant was designed to limit hypotony by virtue of its
length and width according to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. Flow testing was performed
using a syringe pump and pressure transducer at multiple flow rates. The pressure
differentials across the XEN implant, the Ex-Press implant, and 10 mm of silicone tubing from
a Baerveldt implant at a physiologic flow rate (2.5 lL/min) were extrapolated.
RESULTS. The XEN 45 achieved a steady-state pressure calculated at 7.56 mm Hg at 2.5 lL/min.
At the same flow rate, the Ex-Press device and Baerveldt tubing reached steady-state pressures
of 0.09 and 0.01 mm Hg, respectively.
CONCLUSIONS. Under flow testing, the XEN micro-fistula implant was able to maintain
backpressure above numerical hypotony levels without the use of complex valve systems.
This is due to the XEN implant’s design, derived from the principles that dictate Newtonian
fluids.
Keywords: fluidics, glaucoma surgery, MIGS

laucoma is a blinding disease that affects more than 60
million people worldwide.1 Lowering intraocular pressure
(IOP) through use of medication, laser treatments, or incisional
surgery can prevent glaucoma progression. The most common
glaucoma surgeries (trabeculectomy and tube shunt drainage
devices) lower IOP by diverting aqueous humor (AH) from the
anterior chamber to the subconjunctival space. These procedures are prone to early (<1 month postoperative) hypotony
and hypotony-related complications that can result in severe
vision loss in at least 20% of patients.2 Thus, there is a need to
develop approaches to avoid this complication.
Several approaches are currently used in an attempt to avoid
postoperative hypotony. These range from modifications to
standard surgical techniques to the use of devices to regulate
flow of AH. Unfortunately, these approaches are variable and/or
require alterations to the surgical procedure that not only limit
reproducibility but also do not successfully limit hypotony.
The most common surgical procedure for glaucoma is
trabeculectomy. This involves creating a scleral flap over a
sclerostomy to regulate flow of AH to the subconjunctival
space. The scleral flap is closed with sutures, and suture
tension is adjusted until minimal flow is visible at physiologic
IOPs. This process does not incorporate metrics that assess
flow; the surgeon adjusts the flap suture tension, which
ultimately dictates flow.3 Suture tension is adjusted by direct
observation of the seepage of fluid beneath the flap. This
subjective assessment of flow, modified by suture tension, is

what surgeons rely on to prevent hypotony, although this
complication still occurs.
In order to standardize the conduit created beneath the
scleral flap in trabeculectomy, the Ex-PRESS (Alcon Laboratories, Inc., Fort Worth, TX, USA) implant is placed at the time of
trabeculectomy. Although it reduces the rate of hypotony
compared to standard trabeculectomy, flow is still adjusted by
suture tension of an overlying scleral flap.4 As in conventional
trabeculectomy described above, the regulation of flow is
achieved through a subjective process.
The Ahmed valve (New World Medical, Inc., Rancho
Cucamonga, CA, USA) is a glaucoma drainage device composed
of silicone tubing attached to a plate housing a valve to limit
flow at low pressures. Surgically, the silicone tubing is placed in
the anterior chamber, and the plate is secured to the sclera and
covered by conjunctiva. This allows AH to flow from the
anterior chamber to the subconjunctival space, lowering IOP.
Despite the valve, early postoperative hypotony may still occur,
often requiring surgeons to leave viscoelastic agents in the
anterior chamber.
The Baerveldt drainage device (Abbott Medical Optics,
Abbott Park, IL, USA) is another glaucoma drainage device,
consisting of a silicone tube attached to a plate and implanted
in a fashion similar to that used for Ahmed valve. The Baerveldt
drain differs from the Ahmed valve in that it requires the
silicone tube be tied with an absorbable or releasable suture to
prevent hypotony until encapsulation occurs around the plate.
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FIGURE 1. Hagen-Poiseuille equation.

It does not protect against hypotony, and when the tube fully
opens, the fibrous capsule around the plate provides resistance
to flow and protection from hypotony. In order to obtain IOP
control until the tube opens, surgeons create various numbers
of slit incisions in the tubing to allow for flow. Some surgeons
place a suture (ripcord) in the lumen to reduce flow in an
effort to prevent hypotony. Once the tube opens, hypotony
can still occur.5,6
Inherent in these approaches is the variability in the
procedures and the inability to prevent hypotony in a simple
and reproducible manner.7,8 Not every surgery will be the
same if suture tensions are subjectively adjusted; tubes need to
be tied or ripcord sutures placed, or viscoelastic agents of
various amounts are to be left in the AC. The ideal device
would lower intraocular pressure safely in a simple and
predictable manner without the need for surgical modifications. Such a device can be designed by using a common
physical law applicable to Newtonian fluids (such as AH).
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation allows us to calculate the
resistance to flow through a cylindrical tube. Assuming laminar
flow of a noncompressible fluid, the outflow resistance and
therefore pressure differential increases linearly in relation to
the length of the tube and decreases to the fourth power of the
lumen radius. A longer, thinner tube will provide more
resistance to flow than a shorter and wider tube. Therefore,
with a known volumetric flow rate (AH production), we can
calculate the pressure differential of a fluid flowing through a
cylindrical pipe. We applied these principles to design a
cylindrical pipe that provides a set amount of pressure
differential across its entire length. This pressure differential
is directly related to the amount of resistance in the tube.
Therefore, for a given flow rate, we can design a device that
theoretically limits hypotony simply due to its dimensions
(length and inner lumen radius), without the need for a
complex system of valves and regulators. Here, we describe
the flow characteristics through the XEN implant and compare
the fluid dynamics of this device to two non-valved devices
currently used in glaucoma surgery. We discuss why hypotony
can still occur with current devices and why several other
novel devices with complex mechanisms to avoid hypotony
have theoretical disadvantages compared to the XEN implant.

MATERIALS

AND

METHODS

Device Composition
The XEN implant is a small hydrophilic tube composed of a
porcine gelatin cross-linked with glutaraldehyde. The device
has been previously explained in detail, including descriptions
of the biomechanical properties and histopathology.9 There are
currently three models of the device, varying by lumen size.
The latest implant, the XEN 45, was designed from principles
of fluid dynamics to avoid early postoperative hypotony and is
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FIGURE 2. Experimental setup. A syringe pump (A) is connected to a
differential pressure transducer (B) and needle housing (C). The
differential pressure transducer is connected to a computer that
records real-time pressure readings.

discussed below. It causes no foreign body reaction when
implanted in animal models9 and has demonstrated excellent
biocompatibility in humans.10

Implant Design
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation was used to calculate the
required dimensions of a tube that would prevent hypotony
at average AH production (Fig. 1). AH production occurs at a
rate of 2 to 3 lL/min.11 In order to prevent hypotony, a device
would need to create approximately 5 mm Hg of steady-state
pressure at this rate. This pressure can be thought of as the
pressure difference between the two ends of a tube. We then
calculated the dimensions of a tube required to prevent
hypotony with these pressures in mind (erring on the side of
less AH production). We set the length of the tube to 6 mm in
order to conform to our previous injector systems. Clinically,
this length has been ideal to prevent device erosion and ensure
that AH is directed posteriorly away from the limbus. At that
length, a lumen of 45 lm would provide a steady-state pressure
of approximately 6 to 8 mm Hg at 2 to 2.5 lL/min as calculated
by the Hagen-Poiseuille equation.
We also measured flow rates at various pressures prior to
performing these experiments. At 5 mm Hg, the flow rate
through this implant was measured at 1.2 lL/min. This is less
than that of AH production and therefore theoretically protects
against hypotony at average AH production. The Reynolds
number through such a tube at 2.5 lL/min of aqueous
production is 1.3, meaning that flow is laminar even at this
higher rate.

Flow Studies
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2. It is similar, with
slight modifications, to what has been previously described for
flow testing of glaucoma implants.12 A syringe pump (New Era
syringe pump model NE-4000; New Era Pump Systems, Inc.,
Farmingdale, NY, USA) housing a 500-lL syringe was connected to a 23-gauge stainless steel blunt tipped dispensing needle
onto which implants would be placed. An Omegadyne
differential pressure transducer (model MDWU001V10T3C0T1A1CE; Omega Co., Stamford, CT, USA) was connected
upstream to the devices to be tested. Experiments were
conducted in distilled water at 218C, where the viscosity is
0.9778 centipoise (cP). The viscosity of water at 378C is 0.6904
cP. Because the viscosity of water is temperature-dependent, all
pressure measurements were converted to account for this at
physiologic temperature (378C) by dividing by 1.416 (0.9778/
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FIGURE 3. Steady-state pressure at different flow rates of the experimental setup at baseline. Error bars are unseen at this scale as the standard
deviation is 0.001 at each flow rate.

0.6904) where stated. The viscosity of AH at 368C is only 2%
higher than the viscosity of water at the same temperature
(Vass C, et al. IOVS 2004;45:ARVO E-Abstract 5030). This was
not corrected because the difference is negligible. Once the
syringe pump reached the desired flow rate (25 lL/min, 50 lL/
min, and 74 lL/min), it was left to equilibrate until a steadystate pressure (there was no change in pressure over 5
minutes) was measured. The steady-state pressures at various
flow rates were measured. Linear regression was used to
extrapolate steady-state pressure at physiologic flow rates (2.5
lL/min) through the Ex-Press and Baerveldt devices. There was
such little resistance to flow (essentially 0 mm Hg) when
steady-state pressures were measured at physiologic flow rates
that measuring steady-state pressure at higher flow rates was
performed so that pressures could be detected for these two
devices. Because pressures at these flow rates are linearly
related, linear regression is a valid method for obtaining these
results. The XEN implant measurements occurred at actual
near-physiologic flow rates (1, 2, 5, and 10 lL/min) becauase
measured pressures were above 0 mm Hg.
Initial steady-state pressure of the experimental setup was
measured without a device on the needle. This value was then
subtracted from the steady-state pressure measured for each
device for every flow rate, and these adjusted values were
reported in this study. Dye was placed in the distilled water
solution, and flow was observed using a microscope to ensure
that the system did not leak when devices were tested.
The Ex-Press P-50 was placed on the end of 10 mm of
silicone tubing (300-lm internal diameter) in order to provide
a water-tight seal directing flow only through the Ex-Press. The
Baerveldt tubing was removed from the plate, and 10 mm of
tubing was attached to the needle. Flow testing was also
performed with a single 5-0 monofilament nylon suture as well
as with a single 4-0 silk suture spanning the entire lumen of the
tubing to simulate the surgical modification instituted by some
surgeons. The XEN implant was directly attached to the end of
an implant fixation block. The implant fixation block is a
stainless steel block with a Luer fitting on one end and a smalldiameter hole on the other end and with a passage connecting
the two. The diameter of the hole is based on the outside
diameter of the implant used and is selected to be approximately 10 lm smaller than that of the implant. When the
implant hydrates, it swells to form a very light press-fit with the
hole, thus forming a watertight seal.
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Statistical Analysis
Linear regression was computed using Excel (Microsoft Co.,
Redmond, WA, USA). R2 values and regression formulas are
displayed in each graph. Experiments were repeated three
times. Data are reported as averages of three experiments with
standard deviations. Standard deviation was not reported for
calculated values obtained from the linear regression plots.

RESULTS
Baseline flow of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 3,
with only the 23-gauge needle. Even at 75 lL/min, the steadystate pressures, or pressure differential across the system, were
0.268 6 0.002 mm Hg and 0.085 6 0.001 mm Hg at 25 lL/
min, respectively. Graphs and results represent actual values at
218C.
Linear regression of steady-state pressures for the Ex-Press
device and Baerveldt tube are shown (Fig. 4). At 2.5 lL/min of
flow, the Ex-Press had a steady-state pressure of 0.13 mm Hg,
whereas the Baerveldt tube had a steady-state pressure of 0.02
mm Hg. Figure 5 shows pressure plots for the 5-0 monofilament and 4-0 silk suture inside the lumen of the Baerveldt tube.
The single 4-0 silk suture inside the lumen reached a steadystate pressure at 2.5 lL/min of 1.16 mm Hg compared to 0.3
mm Hg with the 5-0 suture.
The XEN implant steady-state pressure is shown (Fig. 6). At
2 lL/min, the XEN 45 implant reached a steady-state pressure
of 8.9 mm Hg or 6.28 mm Hg at 378C. At 2.5 lL/min, the device
had a calculated steady-state pressure of 10.98 mm Hg.
Adjusting for the viscosity of water at physiologic temperature
(378C), this equals a pressure differential of 7.56 mm Hg. By
comparison, at 378C, the Ex-Press and Baerveldt devices had
pressure differentials of 0.09 and 0.01 mm Hg, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Glaucoma filtering surgery is not standardized, and attempts to
control flow in a reproducible manner still result in early
postoperative hypotony, with potentially blinding complications. In this study, we tested a novel glaucoma implant and its
ability to achieve a steady-state pressure above hypotony levels
at physiologic AH production rates.

Micro-Fistula Implant for Glaucoma
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FIGURE 4. Linear regression of steady-state pressures for the Ex-Press device and Baerveldt tubing. Error bars show standard deviation. For the
Baerveldt tubing, error bars are unseen at this scale as the standard deviation is 0.001 at each flow rate.

The total flow rate of AH (at steady-state IOP) out of the
anterior chamber of the eye is equal to the total aqueous
production rate (at that same instance) in the eye. Therefore
the IOP is a function of the total outflow resistance of all
outflow channels combined. When an implant, in the form of a
cylindrical tube, is added as an outflow channel to the eye,
then the Hagen-Poiseuille law can be applied to calculate the
resistance to flow through such a tube. This holds true under
the assumption that all outflow occurs preferentially through
this implanted tube. This assumption is essentially correct
when the resistance through the tube is significantly less than
the cumulative resistance of the other outflow channels.
The XEN 45 micro-fistula implant was designed by applying
the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. This law provides the pressure

differential across a tube with constant dimensions for a
noncompressible Newtonian fluid under laminar flow (like AH
at physiologic flow rates). The pressure differential across a
tube is proportional to the resistance to flow. Resistance to
flow is directly proportional to the length and inversely
proportional to the radius of the tube to the fourth power.
Thus, a longer, thinner tube provides a larger pressure
differential, or more resistance to flow.
By knowing the volumetric flow rate and dynamic viscosity
of a fluid, one can design the dimensions of a tube in order to
achieve an ideal pressure differential (resistance to flow) across
the tube. This pressure differential is equivalent to the pressure
required to propel fluid across the tube at a set flow rate. This
is the same as the steady-state pressure that we measured in

FIGURE 5. Steady-state pressure at various flow rates through a Baerveldt tube with 5-0 monofilament and 4-0 silk suture in the lumen. Error bars
are unseen at this scale as the standard deviation is 0.001 at each flow rate.
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FIGURE 6. Steady-state pressure at various flow rates for the XEN 45 implant. Error bars show standard deviation.

our study. This steady-state pressure can be thought of as the
tube’s backpressure or resistance to flow when placed in the
anterior chamber. In other words, it is the pressure at which
the anterior chamber is held when flow occurs through the
tube. To avoid hypotony, resistance to flow should be
calculated at physiologic flow rates equivalent to AH production rates assuming there is no flow through conventional or
alternative pathways (trabecular meshwork or uveoscleral
flow). One can make this assumption when flow rate through
a tube is greater than the cumulative flow rate through
physiologic pathways.
In vivo, AH is produced at 2 to 3 lL/min. Statistical
hypotony has been defined as an IOP of <6.5 mm Hg, but this
definition may not hold clinical significance.13 To be consistent
with prospective clinical trials, an undesirably low IOP is
defined as 5 mm Hg.2 The XEN 45 implant was designed to
prevent hypotony at a range of 2 to 2.5 lL/min, erring on the
side of lower AH production rates and assuming no subconjunctival resistance once fibrosis occurs. Essentially, the
implant was designed to prevent hypotony under the most
conservative conditions: low AH production with no subconjunctival resistance. The XEN implant, as measured by our
experiments, provides 6.28 to 7.85 mm Hg of backpressure,
thus theoretically protecting against hypotony. Data from
clinical trials with this device in humans confirm our results
as there have been no hypotony-related complications with the
XEN 45 implant (data not yet published).
Protection from early postoperative hypotony does not
mean that low IOP’s cannot be achieved. An in vivo study in
rabbits explored the effect of subconjunctival resistance on
IOP in both valved and non-valved devices. Holding pressures
for the devices were measured after flow through the system
had been stopped. After 15 minutes of a stable IOP (range: 2.0–
7.1 mm Hg), the conjunctiva around the device was disrupted,
eliminating any resistance the conjunctiva provided. The IOP
in both the valved and non-valved devices fell rapidly to 0 mm
Hg once the conjunctiva was disrupted.14 This demonstrates
that once the bleb has matured and subconjunctival fibrosis
has occurred, the resultant IOP will ultimately be limited by
subconjunctival resistance. In other words, the device no
longer limits the flow at steady-state pressures since the
resistance in the subconjunctival space is significantly higher.
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In addition, higher bleb resistance may decrease flow through
the implant so by Poiseuille’s law the implant would then
provide less resistance to flow through its lumen. Thus, in
theory, although the XEN implant would not be able to achieve
an IOP of <5 mm Hg; if there is no subconjunctival resistance,
IOP’s approximately 6 mm Hg is theoretically possible. The
purpose of the XEN implant is to prevent hypotony before
subconjunctival fibrosis has occurred, but this does not equate
to higher long-term pressures than in devices with less
resistance to flow. Subconjunctival resistance will ultimately
limit the IOP in subconjunctival filtering surgery.
Clinically, the Ex-Press device, when placed without a
scleral flap, results in hypotony.15 Our flow studies showed
that the device does not provide enough resistance to flow.
This explains why the device should be placed under a scleral
flap similar that in trabeculectomy surgery. The surgical
variability to flow is then dictated by the surgeon’s subjective
analysis of flow beneath the flap intraoperatively. In fact,
computational modeling of glaucoma surgery comparing
trabeculectomy to Ex-Press shunt surgery found that the IOP
difference was <1 mm Hg (higher with Ex-Press), confirming
that the implant intrinsically does not provide significant
outflow resistance.16
The Ex-Press device has a beveled opening that tapers to a
50-lm inner lumen.17 In reality, the opening is approximately
200 lm in inner diameter. Not only does this provide almost no
resistance to flow, as our data show, but the design of the
device makes it amenable to occult occlusion. Theoretically,
even a 100-lm particle could pass through the outer lumen,
obstructing the inner lumen and not be visible clinically.
The tubing used in Baerveldt implants also provides such
little resistance to flow that hypotony can still occur.2 Even
with modifications to the procedure with sutures in the lumen
of the tube, there is no significant outflow resistance. Instead,
the device relies on the resistance to outflow provided by the
fibrotic reaction that occurs postoperatively.18,19 During the
early postoperative course, inadequately tying the tube closed
could result in hypotony.
The tubing for the Ahmed valve is the same silicone tubing
used on the Baerveldt shunt. However, the valve theoretically
should prevent hypotony despite virtually no outflow resistance provided by the tube. As tested, the Ahmed valve has a
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lower pressure differential at lower flow rates and a greater
pressure differential at higher flow rates. This relationship is
nonlinear, so in theory this device should work well to protect
against hypotony at low flow rates (low AH production) while
decreasing IOP more effectively at higher flow rates (high AH
production).20 However, if the valve mechanism fails, there is
no protection against hypotony in the early postoperative
period.
Opening pressures for the Ahmed valve are high, requiring
the device to be primed with an average pressure of
approximately 3000 mm Hg.21 Thus, inadequate priming prior
to surgical implantation can lead to device failure. Although the
valve is designed to close at pressures less than 8 mm Hg,
according to the manufacturer, the valve mechanism can
malfunction (where the IOP is <8 mm Hg) in up to 50% of
these devices when tested under simulated conditions.22 It is
important to note that clinical studies do not support early
clinical hypotony rates of 50% because an IOP of <8 mm Hg
does not necessarily result in clinical hypotony. However, aside
from low AH production and leakage around the tube, valve
failure may partially explain why hypotony is still seen with the
device. Studies show that the Ahmed device acts to restrict
flow rather than behaving like a true valve that opens and
closes at certain pressures.23 Furthermore, intraoperative
testing of opening and closing pressures was predictive of
low postoperative IOP with the device, suggesting variability in
the valve mechanism.24 In addition, other valved devices do
not open and close as described by manufacturers and do not
necessarily limit hypotony as closing pressures have been
measured at <5 mm Hg.25
There are several novel devices with adjustable valve
mechanisms in published reports.26–28 In principle, having
control of the pressure postoperatively seems ideal. Unfortunately, these devices incorporate complex mechanisms for
outflow resistance compared to a valveless system. The valve
of a device can fail, leading to elevated IOPs.29 Focal tube
constriction to regulate flow, as proposed by these devices,
yields unpredictable pressure regulation, a finding that holds
theoretically true according to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation.30 In these devices, very small changes in inner diameter
over such a short length can have very significant changes in
outflow resistance. In addition, several of these devices26,27
use magnetic components, and we suspect that patients with
these devices would not be able to undergo magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI). Adjustable devices will also
ultimately be limited by fibrosis, so the utility of the adjustable
valve would be short-lived. This is why the Baerveldt tube
(providing only 0.01 mm Hg of outflow resistance) does not
universally result in late postoperative hypotony after the
tube has opened when fibrosis around the device has
occurred.
A perceived limitation of the study is the differing flow rates
that were used to test the Ex-Press and Baerveldt devices in
comparison to the XEN implant. However, as measured flow at
these rates is linear in relation to pressure, linear regression is a
valid method of reporting these results. The coefficient of
determination of our experiments shows an excellent goodness of fit. The pressure through the Ex-Press and Baerveldt
was almost 0 mm Hg at physiologic flow rates so was virtually
undetectable by our very sensitive pressure transducer.
Extrapolation of pressures from higher flow rates as we report
here is valid.
Glaucoma surgery should be reproducible with minimal
intraoperative or postoperative complications.23 This may be
achieved with the use of devices. The device should not
involve significant intraoperative adjustments that add to the
variability and complexity of the early postoperative course. It
should also contain a simple mechanism protecting against
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hypotony to reduce the probability of device failure.31 Current
devices used in glaucoma filtering surgery and several novel
devices do not meet these goals. Then XEN 45 implant
provides outflow resistance that should protect against
hypotony at physiologic flow rates without the need for
complex valve systems and intraoperative manipulations.
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